
“Product Design and Innovation”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
What Drives New Product Development
Moving To The Upper Right

Topic : What Drives New Product Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Front End

 Understand the Identifying Product Opportunities: The SET Factors

 Learn about the OXO GoodGrips Peeler

Definition/Overview:

New Product Development: In business and engineering, new product development (NPD) is

the term used to describe the complete process of bringing a new product or service to market.

Technology: Technology is a broad concept that deals with an animal species' usage and

knowledge of tools and crafts, and how it affects an animal species' ability to control and adapt

to its environment.
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Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Front End

Breakthrough products result from the appropriate combination of style and technology and help

to create experiences that people find both rewarding and valuable. In this topic, we focus on the

first step in developing a breakthrough product: learning to interpret the interconnected factors of

Social change, Economic trends, and Technological innovation. Interpreting these SET Factors

leads to the identification of Product Opportunity Gaps in the marketplace. Converting product

opportunities into breakthrough products requires a combination of vision and sound

methodology. Studies have found the process of product development to be analogous to rock

climbing, a challenging, invigorating, and empowering experience. To succeed at rock climbing,

you need to have a set of appropriate tools, a good plan for the climb, and an interdependent

team that works together to use the tools when appropriate. The climb is constant and well

thought out, but the team has the training to adapt to issues that emerge along the way.

Successful product development also requires a well-planned process using tools to help you

negotiate difficult terrain. Teams of engineers, designers, and market researchers must work in

unison to recognize promising product directions and work through the Fuzzy Front End of the

product development process to create a product that meets the needs, wants, and desires of the

customer. Managing the Fuzzy Front End is an underlying theme that permeates this research.

The Fuzzy Front End is the part of the product development process that starts with the general

goals of the program and covers the early stages of new product development. Making the most

of the Fuzzy Front End is essential in creating breakthrough products. Companies that see the

process as a climb see every part as essential and understand that the preparation and the climb

have equal importance. The process requires the skill and patience necessary to use the tools

successfully to develop products that you are confident will succeed in the marketplace.

The Fuzzy Front End is the messy "getting started" period of new product development

processes. It is in the front end where the organization formulates a concept of the product to be

developed and decides whether or not to invest resources in the further development of an idea.
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It is the phase between first consideration of an opportunity and when it is judged ready to enter

the structured development process. It includes all activities from the search for new

opportunities through the formation of a germ of an idea to the development of a precise concept.

The Fuzzy Front End ends when an organization approves and begins formal development of the

concept.

2. Identifying Product Opportunities: The SET Factors

The identification of product opportunities should be the core force that drives companies that

manufacture products, supply services, and process information. A product opportunity exists

when there is a gap between what is currently on the market and the possibility for new or

significantly improved products that result from emerging trends. A product that successfully

fills a Product Opportunity Gap (POG) does so when it meets the conscious and unconscious

expectations of consumers and is perceived as useful, useable, and desirable. No one asked for a

SnakeLight before it came out and no one in the auto industry expected the success of the Mazda

Miata. Successfully identifying a POG is a combination of art and science. It requires a constant

sweep of a number of factors in three major areas: Social trends (S), Economic forces (E), and

Technological advances (T) (see Figure 1).

3. The OXO GoodGrips Peeler

The kitchen tools designed by OXO GoodGrips were recently awarded a "Design of the Decade"

Award by the Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA) and BusinessWeek magazine.

These products have won numerous awards in recognition of their usability, aesthetics, and

innovative use of materials. Even after designing 350 products, the company continues to win

new awards every year. It is important to revisit the basis of the initial success to understand how

this company has continued to maintain its competitive edge in the marketplace. Sam Farber is a

successful entrepreneur who has owned several companies. He sensed there was a product

opportunity in the housewares industry. The insight for this opportunity came from his wife, who

had developed arthritis in her hands. She liked to cook but found that most cooking and food
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preparation utensils were painful to use. She also found that most of the solutions, because they

were ugly, stigmatized the person with disabilities while using them. In addition, these solutions

often supplied only minimal relief or support. The opportunity (POG) was not just to design

cooking utensils that were comfortable to hold in your hand; the products also had to set a new

aesthetic trend that would not stigmatize the user as "handicapped." The product that had the

most opportunity for improvement was the vegetable peeler. The generic peeler was the

technological evolutionary equivalent of the alligator; it had existed since the beginning of the

industrial revolution without change. Comfort and dignity were two attributes that Sam Farber

recognized were key to making a better cooking utensil.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Style vs. Technology

 Understand the Growth of Consumer Culture

 Learn bout the Positioning Map: Style vs. Technology

 Understand the Lower Left: Low Use of Style and Technology

 Learn bout the Knockoffs and Rip-offs

Definition/Overview:

Revolutionary products: Revolutionary products establish a new market or solution within a

market.

Evolutionary products: Evolutionary products typically begin in the Upper Right and remain

there as new useful, usable, or desirable innovations address the dynamic SET trends.
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Key Points:

1. Style vs. Technology: A Brief History of the Evolution of Style and Technology in the

19th and 20th Centuries

The historical integration of style and technology into products has been a slow and uneven

process. The two primary factors that people valued were cost and emerging technology. During

the late 19th and most of the 20th centuries, companies and inventors developed new products

based primarily on technological innovations. For the period 18501950, hand made production

methods (existing) were changed to mechanical and electromechanical (preferred) ways of doing

things. The challenge became making things that worked and that could be produced in large

quantities at low prices, not on making things that were beautiful to look at or even easy to use.

Since these advances were new, the public had no way to compare products and many were

eager to embrace the labor-and time-saving devices. The Arts and Crafts Movement attempted to

offset this trend. The emphasis on craft versus mass manufacture did little to stem the inexorable

trend of invention and change over aesthetics and refinement. Aesthetics and human factors were

always secondary or non-existent in the development of products. The term "form follows

function" was a term often used to an extreme to support the development of ugly,

underdeveloped products that were only tech driven.

During the 19th century, the agrarian lifestyle and craft manufacture were replaced by mass

produced products and an industrial/service economy. Major milestones in this period include

the development of Morse's telegraph, the continental railroad system, Edison's creation of an

electrical distribution system, Eastman's camera and celluloid film, Ford's assembly line and the

Model T, and the Wright brothers' development of powered flight. Technology during the

industrial revolution made products and services available to the emerging industrial urban

middle class at an unprecedented rate. The camera, phonograph, refrigerator, VCR, computer,

and microwave are all the results of product opportunities that stemmed from the major basic

SET Factors that evolved in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. There are several factors that

made this possible: time (both the speed of doing things and the concept of free time); disposable

income (the ability to have income that allows ownership or the ability to establish the credit to
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purchase things on time); increased literacy and other social reforms; and, finally, rapid advances

in science and technology, which created a plethora of new product opportunities.

2. The Growth of Consumer Culture

The technological advances of mass production met the growing appetite for mass consumption.

As work hours decreased and wages increased, free time and excess income created the need for

more products, services, and forms of entertainment. A variety of product opportunities emerged,

as office workers and homemakers looked for more efficient ways to work at the evolving speed

of business and save time for more enjoyable activities in the home. Many early versions of

products resulting from new technological advances were ugly, crude, and dangerous. As the

telephone became standard business equipment, telephone wires filled the streets of most cities;

early powered farm equipment was extremely dangerous; early home appliances caused burns

and electrical fires; and children were often hurt by exposed mechanisms, burnt by toasters and

ovens, or shocked by outlets. The word "kluge" was invented to describe underdeveloped

technology-based products. The advantages these products provided in speed, power, and

communication far out-weighed the danger and visual clutter at first. Products were difficult to

use but, as Donald Norman has observed, humans often adapt to new products and blame

themselves for their own ineptitude, instead of blaming the manufacturer. This human trait of

adaptation combined with a huge influx of cheap immigrant labor, the need for work at any cost

in any condition, and the lack of unions and government standards to insure reasonable working

conditions.

3. Positioning Map: Style vs. Technology

We can compare how products differ in their use of style vs. technology by placing them on a

Positioning Map as shown in Figure 1. The four quadrants represent differences in the amount of

style and technology that is designed into the product. The Upper Right quadrant is the one to be

in if your goal is to be a leader in the marketplace and you want to maximize your profit. The

products in the Upper Right exhibit an integrated approach with a balance of both style and

technology. In the Upper Right, balance is achieved through the use of the third axis:
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understanding the value systems of the intended market (Figure 1). These products maximize

lifestyle impact, features, and ergonomics. The third axis, value, is not integrated into the

products placed in the other three quadrants. Note that in the 2D Map, the Upper Right is

separated from the rest of the map. We do this to emphasize the third dimension of value in that

quadrant. We will now examine each of these quadrants in more detail.

4. Lower Left: Low Use of Style and Technology

Products in this quadrant are typically generic, designed with established technologies and

minimal styling. As shown in Figure 1, they have minimal lifestyle impact, features, and

ergonomics. These unrefined products sell to consumers who do not seek out value but instead

are driven primarily by low price: functionalism at low cost. These products may have been

innovative early in their existence, however they have failed to respond to change and have

become obsolete on a number of levels. Products in this quadrant establish the baseline of the

product category. They are usually manufacturing-and materially-driven, that is, they rely on

minimal use of material, quick cycle time, and minimal assembly time and keep a low cost per

unit to make a profit. These products have few if any distinguishing features to differentiate them

from other similar products. This approach was the classic for mass production and mass

marketing and is still an approach that can work for commodities that have little value potential.

This concept still works if you understand the advantages and disadvantages. Their

undistinguished, low-cost design demands a minimal price, resulting in low profit per item

produced.

5. Knockoffs and Rip-offs

As already indicated, once a product succeeds in the Upper Right, it often inspires a multitude of

companies looking to copy its success without the investment in the value represented through

lifestyle impact, features, and ergonomics. There are three directions that companies take.

Established value-oriented companies cannot just copy for fear of blurring their brand. These

companies are forced to develop different Upper Right solutions that have equal perceived value.

Many companies, however, have the goal of competing by charging less and skimming the
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profits of the original Upper Right product, thus appealing to customers who believe they can get

the same value for less cost. These companies configure themselves to actually copy. They want

to take advantage of the brand identity of the leading company. Unless a product can

differentiate itself from one in the Upper Right, then it will end up back in the Lower Left or off

the Map altogether. Those companies driven toward a lower price point but able to create a

genuine product end up in the Lower Left. Most times, however, companies interested in ripping

off success use a cosmetic approach but sacrifice on choice of material and manufacturing

quality. The product is neither technology- nor style-driven and lacks the sincerity of a generic

product. This pushes the product off the Map altogether. Consumers quickly realize that these

products are a compromise and they rarely perform as anticipated. The companies who do this

are usually positioned for sales in lower-end retail stores and are often looking for short profit

cycles with no investment in brand loyalty.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

The Upper Right: The Value Quadrant

The Core Of A Successful Brand Strategy: Breakthrough Products And Services

Topic : The Upper Right: The Value Quadrant

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Value Opportunity Analysis

 Understand the Sheer Cliff of Value: The Third Dimension

 Learn about the Value Opportunities

 Learn about the Value Opportunity Chart
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Definition/Overview:

Value: Value of a product within the context of marketing means the relationship between the

consumer's expectations of product quality to the actual amount paid for it.

Key Points:

1. Value Opportunity Analysis

Breakthrough products are driven by a complex combination of value attributes that connect with

people's lifestyles. This study examines the seven attributes of value and introduces a Value

Opportunity Analysis process. We then apply this process to the different case studies. Every

product development team must conduct a Value Opportunity Analysis, which evaluates the

current state of products in the market and projects areas where the new product requires

significant improvement. This is an essential step in any new product program. Failure to

thoroughly and thoughtfully complete this phase will have a negative impact down the line. The

goal is to create a baseline reference for determining directions for research and subsequent

concept development that brings clarity to the Fuzzy Front End of the product development

process.

2. The Sheer Cliff of Value: The Third Dimension

As we look through the Positioning Map diagrams shown earlier, note how the Upper Right is

separated from the rest of the quadrants. The reason is not just to highlight the importance of this

quadrant. As mentioned in the previous study, the Upper Right has a third dimension (Figure 1).

Unfortunately, it is not as simple as just putting a technologist and stylist together to Move to the

Upper Right. Products in the Upper Right are there because they add value to a product; we

illustrate this in the 2D Map by separating out the Upper Right quadrant. Adding value is not a

trivial process it requires a strategic commitment from the company to a user-centered iNPD

(integrated New Product Development) process.
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3. Value Opportunities

Value can be broken down into specific attributes that contribute to a product's usefulness,

usability, and desirability, and connect a product's features to that value. Since products enable

an experience for the user, the better the experience, the greater the value of the product to the

consumer. In the ideal, the product fulfills a fantasy by facilitating a more enjoyable way of

doing something. We have identified a set of opportunities to add value to a product, called

Value Opportunities (VOs). These seven Value Opportunity classes emotion, aesthetics, identity,

ergonomics, impact, core technology, and quality each contribute to the overall experience of the

product and relate to the value characteristics of useful, usable, and desirable. The VOs

differentiate a product from the competition in the way that people's needs, wants, and desires

influence the purchase and use of that product. The VO is a snapshot in time. What makes one

set of VOs relevant today, due to the current analysis of SET Factors, may make the same VOs

irrelevant tomorrow. Also, interpretation of the VOs is based on the SET Factors for a target

market; what attributes one group finds important may be uninteresting to another.

4. Value Opportunity Chart

We use the Value Opportunities to evaluate how products successfully Move to the Upper Right.

Figure 2 shows a Value Opportunity Chart. The chart lists each Value Opportunity class and its

attributes in a column. The values are measured in a qualitative range and are expressed as low,

medium, and high for each attribute. If a product did not meet (or target) any level of that

attribute, no line is drawn. (There is an assumption that if there was any intent to focus on an

attribute, then there would be at least a low measure of success; if not, then the blank line

indicates failure.)
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Topic : The Core Of A Successful Brand Strategy: Breakthrough Products And Services

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Basic Concept

 Understand the Brand Strategy and Product Strategy

 Learn about the Brand Value

Definition/Overview:

The topic tends to explain the basic concept of what strategy is, what is brand strategy and the

product strategy and what is the brand value.

Strategy: A strategy is a plan of action designed to achieve a particular goal.

Key Points:

1. Basic Concept

At the core of any brand strategy is the successful experience of using a product or service.

Identity, advertising, and distribution cannot correct the failure of a product to perform as

expected. Thus, as discussed in this study, all members of product development teams must

understand and participate in brand development. Consumers purchase breakthrough products to

support their lifestyle values. They also identify with companies that represent values compatible

with their own. Developing successful product brand begins with understanding your customers'

values and connecting that awareness to the broader goals of your company's values. Those

values are then captured in a unified strategy. The strategy, often articulated as a mission

statement, flows to programs, products, and satisfied customers. This study presents ideas and
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methods to build and support both corporate and product brands. Products that have been

successful in achieving this are highlighted.

2. Brand Strategy and Product Strategy

Brand Strategy is essential tool of a business strategy. Product Strategy is perhaps the most

important function of a company. It must take in account the capabilities in terms of engineering,

of production, of distribution (sales) existing in the company or of time to acquire them (by

hiring or by mergers). It must evaluate the customers expectations at the time of delivery. It must

guestimate the competition (including new entrants) probable moves to enter the same market.

Product strategy by Bull appeared sometimes erratic and not coordinated, specially during the

periods where product lines run independently. However, it has been dominated by very old

trends rooted in the Sales Network during the 1950s defining Bull's market around the business

applications, and fighting against the sole IBM as competitor. So, the company adopted its

version of IBM's business model, following IBM with a variable delay, in the domain of

products, price and market following. Sometimes new opportunities appeared and some

innovative products were developed, (e.g. time-sharing in GE time, smart card applications) but

they faded as marginalized by the Sales Network. In fact, the Sales Network was not conscious

of the pressure it exerted on Planning and Engineering. Often, it focalized on IBM's short term

moves, ignoring the reasons for those moves (sometimes due to legal constraints, sometimes by

internal fighting inside IBM, other times because other competitors moves). While IBM's

influence on Bull was extremely important, the reverse existed sometimes. Dispute between IBM

World Trade and IBM US domestic may have been fueled by some worry of IBM European

salesmen about some Bull's (and GE's or Honeywell's) products. The capability of Bull to match

IBM's offer on the market never existed.

Before the GE's merger, Bull did not address the US market directly and by consequence

excluded itself from the market segments needing the quantities only addressed by a worldwide

market (such as large scientific computers). Another market that was ignored (knowledgeably)

early was the small scientific market; its margins did not matched the corporate model. Bull
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never did a comparable investment to IBM's in the technology area. Each time it (or its American

associates) tries a significant move, the success did not reward it. The reasons of the failure were

multiple: overestimation of the return on investment, lack of a long term perspective (that existed

in architecture and software), size of market. Some more specific problems were due to the lack

of experience in fundamental physics, themselves related to the isolation of the engineers. For

historical reasons related to the acquisition of a park of customers and for "political" reasons,

Bull did not succeed to shut down a product line before the 1990s. Its resource limitations did not

allow to embark in the simultaneous developments of more than one or a couple of compatible

processors at the same time. Product Planning had to prepare several product line plans and to

invent models within each product line to match the competition prices and performances.

Models were developed from a single engineering design with the same manufacturing cost by

slowing down the processor clock or adding dummy cycles and/or by reducing the

"connectivity" of the system. When the performances exceeded IBM's target, the system was not

sold at full speed to avoid the risk of undercutting IBM future announcements' price and keeping

some reserve power to react against a competition "mid-life kicker". New higher models were

also created by unleashing the design constraints after one year. New lower models were created

by slowing down a bit already shipped processors. This strategy worked well as far as the

manufacturer controlled completely the customer configuration by leasing the systems. The first

evolution of the model was the advent of clones manufacturers. They obviously attacked IBM's

market but GE, Honeywell and Bull strategists ordered to take all measures, sometimes

detrimental to product and service costs, to escape cloners. The architecture or the assembler of

the machines remained confidential, source and object code of programs was secrete, network

architecture was not available even to peripheral suppliers, peripheral interfaces were modified

and the differences kept in vaults... Bull argued to the persons objecting the strategy (suppliers,

other manufacturers, customers ) that it would respect the "de jure" standards (such as ISO's or

ANSI's) but that it did not have to follow the "de facto" standards (such as IBM's). That changed

in the 1980s when "Open Systems" became Bull's religion.

Another IBM decision impacted the business model, it was unbundling. While the IBM pricing

was more or less related to development and manufacturing costs, adopting the same price for
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Bull's items where software, for instance, was reproduced in far smaller number of copies, lead

to a disconnect between decisions to produce and customers acceptation. Especially in the late

1970s and the 1980s, Bull embarked in many developments with a very low production rate, but

they were asked to match the IBM's catalog. Later, in the late 1980s, the competition with open

systems, lead to some re-bundling of the offer (the word was "packaging") where for instance

associate a purchased data base system with a memory bank and even an additional processor.

3. Brand Value

A brand can be an intangible asset, used by analysts to rationalize the difference between a

company's "book value" and market value. For example, the market value of a company can far

exceed its tangible assets (physical assets owned by the company, such as stock or machinery),

and its brand value can account for some of the difference. Up to 85 percent of a companys

market value might be intangible (e.g. know-how, existing client relationships), and Interbrand, a

brand consultancy, states that tangible assets may account for less than five percent of a

companys market value, for example in the case of Coca-Cola or Microsoft. Brand value,

especially in the case of consumer product brands, may arise out of customer loyalty. Brand

value may also arise in terms of staff retention benefits (e.g. the ability of the company to attract

and retain skilled and/or talented employees offering competitive salaries). Brand value can be

negatively influenced. For example, in 1999 Nike's brand value was estimated at 8 billion US$.

Facing media exposure and consumer boycotts over supply chain issues, Nike's brand value

declined in following two years to 7.6 billion US$, and rose back to 9.26 billion US$ in 2004

after Nike addressed its supply chain issues.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
A Comprehensive Approach To User-Centered, Integrated New Product Development
Integrating Disciplines And Managing Diverse Teams
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Topic : A Comprehensive Approach To User-Centered, Integrated New Product
Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the

 Understand the User-Centered iNPD Process

 Resource Allocation

Definition/Overview:

New Product Development: In business and engineering, new product development (NPD) is

the term used to describe the complete process of bringing a new product or service to market.

Technology: Technology is a broad concept that deals with an animal species' usage and

knowledge of tools and crafts, and how it affects an animal species' ability to control and adapt

to its environment.

Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Front End

Companies need to structure and navigate the Fuzzy Front End of the new product development

process. In the previous concepts, we established an argument that constant changes in local,

national, and global Social, Economic, and Technology (SET) Factors produce Product

Opportunity Gaps (POGs), and that POGs can be expressed in terms of Value Opportunities

(VOs). VOs must then be translated into a product solution that integrates the appropriate style

and features that anticipate emerging needs, wants, and desires of consumers. Products are
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successful when they are deemed acceptable by customers because they are useful, usable, and

desirable. The most successful products surpass the original target market and appeal to a broad

range of customers, often transcending age, economics, and national boundaries. The Fuzzy

Front End is the messy "getting started" period of new product development processes. The

Fuzzy Front End is in the front end where the organization formulates a concept of the product to

be developed and decides whether or not to invest resources in the further development of an

idea. In strategic planning, a resource allocation decision is a plan for using available resources,

for example human resources, especially in the near term, to achieve goals for the future.

Resource allocation is the process of allocating resources among the various projects or business

units. The main objective is to smooth resource requirements by shifting slack jobs beyond

periods of peak requirements. Resources come in many forms. The most obvious is money, and

of course everything the company does ties in to finances. The iNPD process increases the

likelihood of program approval and intellectual property protection.

2. User-Centered iNPD Process

The user-centered iNPD process is presented in four phases: Identifying the Opportunity,

Understanding the Opportunity, Conceptualizing the Opportunity, and Realizing the

Opportunity. Many consider only the first two phases, identifying and understanding the

opportunity, as the Fuzzy Front End. They do this because they quickly target a project solution

and spend conceptualization time refining the basic idea. Additionally, in our iNPD method all

four phases are part of, or affected by, the Fuzzy Front End. The first three phases constitute the

primary parts of the Fuzzy Front End where the problem definition is uncertain and vague. The

fourth phase is a transition phase into the more concrete and analytical stages of product

development. The Fuzzy Front End still extends into the fourth phase because its iterative,

uncertain characteristics require customer feedback and insights gained from the first phases to

bring the product toward resolution. The focus of the process, at least initially, surrounds the

management of options. The process is much like a series of funnels, where opportunities are

expanded through a gathering process and then filtered down to one or a few ideas based on the

team's analysis and interpretation. These remaining ideas are then expanded again in more

focused depth with one investigation (gathering, analyzing, and interpreting of information)
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leading to the next area of focus. The process is critical in that the many pieces of information

generated provide inspiration and understanding as the emerging idea develops. Some companies

save these discarded pieces of information for use or idea generation in future projects.

3. Resource Allocation

Allocating resources is a challenging and often daunting question for a company. This research

addresses the support of the user-centered iNPD process through time, money, and people.

Which types of people should be put on the team? Should consulting firms be used or should the

company invest in their own personnel? How long should this process and each phase take? How

much money will the company spend on the process? How do these methods apply to small

versus large companies? This is all part of the early planning effort for the process. The quick

answer, repeated throughout the book, is that the more time you can give the early part of the

process, the more cost-effective and efficient will be the downstream processes. Resources come

in many forms. The most obvious is money, and of course everything the company does ties in to

finances. Time is money. People are money. It makes the most sense, however, to explore each

of these topics separately (time, money, and people) to make tangible decisions on how much of

each should be allocated and when they must be allocated. In examining each topic, note that the

bottom line is that this is not a science. We cannot (at least at this time) give you a formula that

will tell you for any given product how to make these allocations. We have seen over and over

again that companies that try to use a fixed formula end up with projects that are always over

budget, and late, and with teams that are overworked. We also note that the distribution of

resources varies by industry and product type. The design of a vegetable peeler takes a

significantly different (lesser) resource allocation than the design of a vehicle. Several people

and several thousand dollars are sufficient for a product like the GoodGrips and several hundred

people and several hundred million dollars are involved in just the early design conceptualization

process for a car. These allocations are also influenced by the experience of the company. As

individuals build expertise and the company builds a base of user understanding, the earlier

phases may go faster, at least for re-design efforts.
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Topic : Integrating Disciplines And Managing Diverse Teams

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Core of Product Development Process

 Understand the User-Centered iNPD Facilitates Customer Value

 Learn about the Team Functionality

 Learn about the Team Collaboration

Definition/Overview:

Team management: Team management refers to techniques, processes and tools for organizing

and coordinating a group of individuals working towards a common goal, i.e. a team.

Key Points:

1. Core of Product Development Process

At the core of the product development process are engineers, designers, and market researchers,

with each group viewing the product from a distinct perspective. In this study, we present

research that demonstrates the inherent gap in perception between these different players.

Integrated New Product Development (iNPD) teams must overcome these gaps and seek to

become high-performance teams. To do so, the interests of the user must drive effective

negotiation strategies between team members. This topic introduces tools and provides

guidelines that will enable you to integrate disciplines and manage diverse teams. The goal of the

process, from both the team and management perspectives, is to foster teams that maintain a
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consistently high overall performance. The process of developing a product should be as

rewarding for the team as it is valued by the person who buys it.

2. User-Centered iNPD Facilitates Customer Value

Moving to the Upper Right requires an integrated approach from different disciplines including

design, engineering, and market research. Although each discipline brings their knowledge to the

process, the team must integrate to create a product that is useful, usable, and desirable to the

user. In contrast, the more traditional approach keeps each discipline independent and isolated

(as shown in Figure 1). In the traditional model, marketing focuses on product concepts based on

marketing criteria: Who wants to buy the product, what will they pay for it, how will it be

distributed, and what will it cost to get it to market? Design focuses on product concepts based

on the visual appearance or human factors: What should the product look like, how should it be

used, and what are the best materials for the right interaction and look? And engineering focuses

on product concepts based on technological innovations: how should the product work, what

technology is best, and how should it be manufactured? Marketing traditionally has defined the

product, while engineering and design have iterated between themselves based on their

respective, and usually differing, interpretation of the marketing criteria.

3. Team Functionality

Individuals from diverse disciplines face perceptual gaps when they come together to work as a

team. In addition, teams must navigate their own diverse personalities. We turn now to the

literature and our own experiences with team functionality, especially in the design process,

examining aspects of collaboration, negotiation, and performance.

4. Team Collaboration

Since conflict within a team exists, it must be managed. Weingart and Jehn argue that

collaboration is the key to managing that conflict. The first step is to identify whether the intra-

team conflict is based on the task at hand (task disagreements) or personality-related issues such
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as political views, social activities, hobbies, and opinions about clothing or hairstyles (these

types of conflict are called non-task conflict). Our view is that task conflict can often be

beneficial to the design process. The goal of iNPD is not to remove conflict but make it

productive and focused on the task at hand. Non-task conflict tends to be detrimental to the team

as a whole, interfering with the project, taking valuable time away from the effort, and at times

exacerbating personality differences that prevent team members from communicating at all. The

goal is to minimize non-task conflict and manage it outside the project environment. When teams

are formed, we recommend that they take time outside of their work environment to get to know

each other through a social activity. For example, one of the most highly functional teams we

have observed went spelunking. It is also important to realize that team members don't need to

like each other. Rather they need to respect each other professionally and focus on the task to get

the job done. Through collaboration, disagreements can be altered into joint gain. The idea

behind collaboration is not to compromise; compromise means that each party in the process

"gave in" and left the process disappointed. Rather, collaboration implies more mutually

beneficial results based on more effective communication.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:

Understanding The User'S Needs, Wants, And Desires

Case Studies: The Power Of The Upper Right.

Topic : Understanding The User'S Needs, Wants, And Desires

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Overview: Usability and Desirability

 Understand the An Integrated Approach to a User-Driven Process

 New Product Ethnography

 Ergonomics: Interaction, Task Analysis, and Anthropometrics
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Definition/Overview:

Anthropometry: Anthropometry, in physical anthropology, refers to the measurement of the

human individual for the purposes of understanding human physical variation.

Key Points:

1. Overview: Usability and Desirability

According to the Human Factors Ergonomics Society (HFES), the discipline of human factors

focuses on the "discovery and exchange of knowledge concerning the characteristics of human

beings that are applicable to the design of systems and devices of all kinds." What is often

thought of as a focused approach in biomechanics and anthropometrics is actually a much

broader understanding of who and what a person is. As you will learn in this section, there are

many other members of the product development team, beyond human factors specialists, who

are interested in the characteristics of human beings and their relationship to systems and

devices. The HFES evolved from the systems analysis conducted by the military during WWII.

The three main types of research were anthropometrics, interpreting and managing complex

information, and systems analysis in the deployment of troops and equipment. The systems

analysis varied in scale and complexity, ranging from the large-scale systems planning used in

preparing the invasion of Normandy to the understanding of how to best place and equip

personnel from an aptitude and size point of view. The D-Day invasion is one of the most

complex events of the 20th century. It required a scale of logistical organization of men and

material that was unknown prior to the beginning of the war. At a smaller scale, the range of

equipment and military assignments meant understanding how to organize, train, and assign

military personnel to make the most of their aptitude and body type. Soldiers had to be trained

quickly and effectively to use and maintain the vast array of war technology developed during

WWII. There were size limitations for pilots, submariners, and tank drivers. The development of
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complex new equipment required finding the best personnel with the right training for

navigators, cryptographers, code breakers, radar and sonar operators, and bomber pilots and

crew.

2. An Integrated Approach to a User-Driven Process

It is critical that each discipline be involved in user research. Fundamental to the success of a

product is a positive user experience. When all is said and done, a consumer will use the

vegetable peeler, drive the SUV, or drink the cup of coffee. The product enables the user to do

something he or she either couldn't otherwise do, or couldn't do as well or as easily. The product

also enables a fantasy of what could be. The interaction of the product with the user and the

quality of the resulting activity summarize the overall user experience. If the experience is good,

people will buy your product, recommend your product, and use your product. If it is poor, the

consumer will be let down, frustrated, and negative. The goal is to understand how to create a

product that facilitates a positive user experience.

3. New Product Ethnography

Ethnography can help to determine the qualities that products should possess. During the second

half of the 20th century, companies involved in new product development looked to the social

sciences for information about ergonomics and attitudes of consumers. Most recently, techniques

used in the field of anthropology have been employed to aid in the preliminary stages of new

product development through the use of ethnographic methods. Traditional ethnography is the art

and science of describing a group or culture. It is a form of cultural anthropology using fieldwork

to observe the group and derive patterns of behavior, belief, and activity. Fetterman provides a

clear overview of traditional ethnography. The new form of ethnography used in product

development is a blend of these traditional methods with new emerging technology for

observing, recording, and analyzing social situations. New product ethnography, however, is

more than just applied anthropology. The most important element of this new form is that it is

not merely descriptive but also predictive. This new branch of ethnography has emerged into a

powerful new area for predicting consumer preferences for product features, form, material and
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color, and patterns of use and purchase. In other words, ethnography can help to determine the

qualities that products should possess. Wilcox sums up the motivation for including ethnography

in the design process: "We should be concerned about the study of culture for one central reason:

It is the primary determinant of what people want to buy and how they like it."

4. Ergonomics: Interaction, Task Analysis, and Anthropometrics

Ergonomics refers to the dynamic movement of people and their interaction with both static and

dynamic man made products and environments. A product has two primary and interrelated

levels of interaction. Human beings experience the world through cognitive perception and

physical contact. The two modes work in a dynamic cycle that produces the world we

experience. Both levels of interaction must be accounted for when designing how customers

navigate the use of the product. When a consumer looks at a product, it must be consistent with

cognitive models that he or she has already developed. If the product is perceived as cognitively

dissonant (inconsistent with former patterns), it will be difficult to use and often rejected.

Computer screens are a good example of cognitive dissonance. The use of menus and function

keys only add to the confusion. When many older consumers (above 60) look at a screen, it is

usually unfamiliar to them and they only see one layer of the information. In contrast, a book or

magazine has a front cover and table of contents, and both can be quickly scanned. The entire

product is visible and parts are instantly accessible by physically thumbing through. The logical

order used is linear. While the Web is a very useful resource, it is not deemed as usable by many

people who are confused by the interface currently required to gain Web access. And, once on

the Web, people are often confused by the complexity of a particular website. A product

interface must account for a variety of users that vary in language, age, ability, gender,

education, and cultural norms. In the medical field, a product may be used by a sixty-year-old

doctor, a twenty-five-year-old nurse, and a thirty-year-old medical technician who is a recent

immigrant and who can barely speak English (or other local tongue). The chance for error with a

product that has multiple users is very high. It is a challenge to develop one interface that all

these potential users will find easy to navigate and in the medical profession an error can easily

be fatal. That same product may be sold in several countries around the world. Does a

multinational product have to be redesigned for each country or should the product team try to
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use or develop terms and symbols that are internationally understood? Just think of the liability

riding on that decision.

When people interact physically with a product, there is also the issue of physical comfort and

ease of operation. A product can be uncomfortable by causing pain on contact or through

awkward positioning or extension of the body or any part of the body. A sports car is usually

very uncomfortable for tall or overweight people because the interior comfort and space is often

compromised for aerodynamics. Food is often packaged in sealed containers that are difficult to

open. Reaching an ATM machine from a car window is often a very uncomfortable activity.

Office chairs are now designed to provide a stable mobile base, support the lumbar section of the

spine, and adjust to different types of tasks. They have a curved front edge that helps to promote

blood flow to the legs and prevents the numbing effect (falling asleep, pins and needles) that can

occur when seated for too long.

The goal of task analysis is to break down the current approach to solving the problem in a step-

by-step manner. The result is a flow chart of each step that constitutes an activity. It may be as

broad as the major steps in the day of a construction worker, an analysis of each motion that a

person goes through to pick up or put down an item, or motions that the body goes through to

climb or descend stairs. If the goal is to improve the situation for a person who has physical

challenges, then how does that person's process differ from those without physical challenges?

Here the task analysis is performed for both types of people and the differences compared. Of

course one may question if the process is ideal for even the "normal" person. For example,

consider the design of the OXO GoodGrips. The original focus was to provide a vegetable peeler

for a person with arthritis. How, then, does an arthritic person use a generic metal peeler? How

does a person without arthritis use the peeler? What actions are the same and what are different?

What actions cause pain for the arthritic person and what adjustments does he or she go through

to compensate for the pain? Further, consider the non-arthritic person. How effective is the

action of peeling with a generic peeler? Are there any aspects of the process that are

uncomfortable? This type of analysis led, eventually, to the GoodGrips peeler. The large grip, the
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improved tactile feel, and the quality of the blade all addressed the needs of the arthritic

individual and, it turned out, even the non-arthritic user as well. A task analysis of the

GoodGrips shows a significant difference in the way a person with arthritis uses the GoodGrips

versus its metal predecessor.

Anthropometric studies are today conducted for numerous different purposes. Academic

anthropologists investigate the evolutionary significance of differences in body proportion

between populations whose ancestors lived in different environmental settings. Human

populations exhibit similar climatic variation patterns to other large-bodied mammals, following

Bergmann's rule, which states that individuals in cold climates will tend to be larger than ones in

warm climates, and Allen's rule, which states that individuals in cold climates will tend to have

shorter, stubbier limbs than those in warm climates. On a micro evolutionary level,

anthropologists use anthropometric variation to reconstruct small-scale population history. For

instance, John Relethford's studies of early twentieth-century anthropometric data from Ireland

show that the geographical patterning of body proportions still exhibits traces of the invasions by

the English and Norse centuries ago.

Topic : Case Studies: The Power Of The Upper Right.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Baseball Moving to the Upper Right

 Daedalus Excel Product Development

 Understand the Kodak's Single Use Cameras

 Learn about the Service Industry

 Learn about the iMac
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Definition/Overview:

Design: Design is used both as a noun and a verb. The term is often tied to the various applied

arts and engineering (See design disciplines below). As a verb, "to design" refers to the process

of originating and developing a plan for a product, structure, system, or component with

intention.

In this study we present case studies of products and companies that have successfully Moved to

the Upper Right. The examples in this topic, ranging from baseball parks to office chairs,

epitomize the ideas and methods discussed in this study and serve as benchmarks for any

company that wants to create breakthrough products.

Key Points:

1. Baseball Moving to the Upper Right

The design of new baseball parks is an example of how professional sports reacts to trends and

also helps to create them. Every major city has built, or is proposing to build, a new baseball

stadium. The interesting thing is that all of the new stadiums are designed to look like the oldest

professional baseball parks, Fenway Park in Boston and Wrigley Field in Chicago. The nostalgia

trend has hit every facet of society and ballparks have become a primary symbol of the

phenomena. The difference is the new fields look like the classic ballparks, however, they have a

new infrastructure and array of amenities that are state of the art. New ballparks provide a variety

of experiences that complement the game on the field. Sky boxes bring in a new revenue stream

that has allowed the owners to build more intimate parks that seat 3040,000, rather than

6070,000. In turn, the small, intimate fields are attracting more fans back to watching baseball

live. Averaging 2530,000 in the park is better than the unsteady attendance that is the typical
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pattern in many larger, multi-use parks. Baseball owners are responding to and helping to fuel

the nostalgia trend.

The opening of the new home of the Pittsburgh Pirates, PNC Park, mirrors the current trend in

the industry. Consider the Positioning Map for baseball parks shown in Figure 1. The Lower Left

shows the original park, Forbes Field, which closed in 1970. Fans loved and still love these old

parks (at least the two remaining: Wrigley and Fenway), but their outdated facilities, lack of

amenities, structural posts blocking the field of view, and limited capacity (and thus limited

revenue streams), motivated a new stream of parks in the '60s and '70s. There were a number of

parks built in the period, including Three Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh (shown in the Lower

Right in Figure 1), Cinergy Field in Cincinnati, and Busch Stadium in St. Louis, and domed

versions such as the Houston Astrodome and the Super Dome in New Orleans. All these

stadiums were developed as multi-use facilities for baseball and football with re-configurable

seating. These parks, clearly in the Lower Right, followed society's trend of pushing efficiency,

creating parks never well tuned for either sport. They also introduced artificial turf, which altered

the play of the game and resulted in a series of new and devastating sports injuries (turf toe,

concussions, turf burn, and torn ACLs). These structures were technical wonders, especially the

domed versions, however, they took something away from the game.

2. Daedalus Excel Product Development

Daedalus Excel provides a full slate of research, design, human factors, engineering, and

manufacturing transition services to medical, scientific, consumer and industrial product

companies. The Daedalus Excel team has helped bring hundreds of successful products to market

for companies ranging from startups to the Fortune 50. Daedalus Excel joined McKesson's team

during the development of the specification, in June, 1997. While McKesson focused on

software and marketing, Daedalus developed the configuration, appearance and user interaction.
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Daedalus was also responsible for the mechanical and electrical engineering of the cabinet,

drawer and lid locking/release mechanisms, and the provision of three working prototypes for the

December, 1997 American Society of Hospital Pharmacists Meeting in Atlanta. The successful

launch in Atlanta led to the immediate ordering of 700 units, establishing McKesson in this fast-

growing market segment.

3. Kodak's single use cameras

KODAK Single Use Cameras loaded with 800-speed film now provides bright colors along with

unbeatable clarity, and guarantees clearer, sharper, bright pictures in any condition, indoors,

outdoors, action or still pictures! KODAK Single Use Cameras go everywhere, especially where

traditional and digital cameras don't dare. So no matter where your memories take you take along

a Kodak Single Use Camera. Kodak's single use cameras were redesigned from "throw aways" to

"reusables," maximizing the environmental impact VO and also saving this great idea for a

product from itself being "thrown away" due to the outcry over its negative effect on the

environment.

4. Service Industry

An industry in that part of the economy that creates services rather than tangible objects.

Economists divide all economic activity into two broad categories, goods and services. Goods-

producing industries are agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and construction; each of them

creates some kind of tangible object. Service industries include everything else: banking,

communications, wholesale and retail trade, all professional services such as engineering,

computer software development, and medicine, nonprofit economic activity, all consumer

services, and all government services, including defense and administration of justice. A

services-dominated economy is characteristic of developed countries. In less-developed countries

most people are employed in primary activities such as agriculture and mining.
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5. iMac

The iMac is an excellent example of design pushing material performance. The iMac is a range

of desktop Macintosh computers designed and built by Apple Inc. It has been a large part of

Apple's consumer desktop offerings since its introduction in 1998, and has evolved through four

distinct forms. In its original form, the iMac G3, the iMac was gum drop- or egg-shaped with a

CRT monitor, mainly enclosed by colored, translucent plastic. The second major revision, the

iMac G4, moved to a design of a hemispherical base containing all the main components and an

LCD monitor on a freely moving arm attached to the top of the base. The iMac G5 and the Intel

iMac placed all the components immediately behind the display, creating a slim design that tilts

only up and down on a simple metal base. The current iMac shares the same form as the previous

models, but is now thinner and uses brushed aluminum and black-bordered glass for its case. The

announcement of the iMac initially caused considerable buzz among commentators, Mac fans,

and detractors. Opinions were polarized over Apples drastic changes to the Macintosh hardware.

At the time, Apple was revamping its retail strategy to improve the Mac purchasing experience.

Apple famously declared that "the back of our computer looks better than the front of anyone

elses". The distinctive aesthetics were easily spotted. The iMac was recognizable on television,

in films and in print. This increased Apples brand awareness, and embedded the iMac into

popular culture. When released, the iMac was one of the best selling computers in the U.S. and

Japan for months, and Apple was unable to meet demand.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

Automotive Design: Product Differentiation Through User-Centered Inpd

Topic : Automotive Design: Product Differentiation Through User-Centered Inpd

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Auto Industry

 Understand the Dynamic SET Factors of the Auto Industry
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 Learn about the Design Process and Complexities

 Understand the PDM for vehicle

 Learn about the Move of SUVs

Definition/Overview:

Market: A market is any one of a variety of different systems, institutions, procedures, social

relations and infrastructures whereby persons trade, and goods and services are exchanged,

forming part of the economy. It is an arrangement that allows buyers and sellers to exchange

things. Markets vary in size, range, geographic scale, location, types and variety of human

communities, as well as the types of goods and services traded.

Key Points:

1. Auto Industry

The auto industry is one of the most dynamic and exciting examples of the evolution of SET

Factors. No other market develops products in an atmosphere where competition is as fierce, the

product is as complex, and the challenge of constant refinement and innovation is as great.

Through the use of case studies, this chapter is devoted to understanding the design of cars,

trucks, and SUVs. The user-centered iNPD process for both vehicle programs and individual

parts adds additional support to the arguments made in this study and further demonstrates the

value of Moving to the Upper Right.

2. The Dynamic SET Factors of the Auto Industry

No industry represents clearer variations in purchasing value than the manufacturers of cars. No

industry epitomizes Friedman's Golden Strait Jacket of continual improvement and the challenge

introduced in this book to deliver useful, useable, and desirable products better than the
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automotive industry. At the beginning of a new century, the automobile represents all that is

good and bad about the mass-produced products of the last century. The auto industry affects

balance of global trade, pollution, fossil fuels depletion, safety standards, insurance standards,

unions and workers' compensation, commerce, development of novel manufacturing and

assembly technologies, and trend-setting styles. Auto companies are involved in a global

competition for ever-demanding and critical consumer markets. Automobiles continue to evolve

as the car links to the information age by becoming a mobile communication center. Cars are

connected to the fast food industry by becoming a rolling kitchen counter and wet bar. They are

now becoming multimedia entertainment centers as well. It is now possible to drive in your own

car sitting in a leather seat that is programmed with your comfort settings cruising at 70 miles per

hour on a highway in the United States and carry on a conversation with someone in Asia while

eating lunch, checking your location and destination on a GPS system, reading your email and,

or watching your favorite video (hopefully as a passenger). You can choose from one of several

types of power to move your vehicle and there are more choices on the way. No industry

represents clearer variations in purchasing value than the manufacturers of cars. One owner can

buy a VW Golf while another buys an Audi TT. Both cars are built on the same platform,

however they are priced thousands of dollars apart. The Golf is an economy car while the Audi

TT is a sporty two-seater. Both owners feel they have a car at an appropriate price that they are

equally excited about and value.

3. The Design Process and Complexities

The auto industry is an excellent source of examples of good user-centered iNPD. We have

worked closely with several such companies applying and developing the methods in this book.

But although there are many great cars out there and excellent examples of integrated teams

focusing on the customer's needs, many auto programs don't sufficiently follow the principles of

determining the SET Factors, POGs, and user-focused qualitative research all in a discipline-

integrated fashion as emphasized in this research. The '96 Taurus based its success on the

dynamic application of the Ford oval. While the oval was a shape that had become part of a

trend, it was overused and did not connect with ergonomics and features in a way that consumers

found appealing. While the features and controls in the oval on the dash were well integrated, the
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interface was unique to that model. It was difficult to learn a new pattern of use. Since most

families own two cars, it was annoying to transfer from one console to another. The elements

that had made the original Taurus a success were lost and the public rejected the dramatic,

contoured reinterpretation. The AMC Pacer was a unique concept. The company thought that the

public was ready for a car with the length of an economy car and the width of a full-sized sedan.

They were wrong. The classic of all time was the 1930s aerodynamic Chrysler Airflow the car

that was so well engineered it could withstand rolling down a hillside. But no one in the

company realized that customers did not consider that a major reason for purchasing a car. A

contemporary example was the debut of the Pontiac Aztek. The early sales were far below GM's

projections. The aggressive styling failed to connect with the intended market and received poor

reviews from auto critics. However, GM seems to have recovered by using the same platform for

the Buick Rendezvous. Applying the Buick brand elements of softer, more sophisticated overall

shapes and details, coupled with a strong advertising campaign that includes Tiger Woods, has

created a more competitive SUV to bolster the low sales of its Pontiac sibling.

4. PDM for vehicle

The PDM actually evolved out of our research with the auto industry. The PDM is an excellent

way to analyze the vehicle a highly complex product with intimate user interactions. Figure 1

shows a breakdown of some major components of the vehicle into the four cells of the PDM.

5. The Move of SUVs

During the last decade, the SUV has become one of the hottest vehicle categories in the auto

industry. While once considered a subset of the small truck industry, the category has split from

trucks and developed into its own separate area. SUVs now range from smaller "compact

models" like the high-cost Lexus or the lower-cost Toyota RAV4 up to the larger options like the

Hummer, Ford Excursion, and the newer hybrids combining SUVs and pick-up trucks being sold

by Ford and GM. Current SUVs must have the interior comfort of a car, the storage capacity and

height of a small truck, and the off-road all-weather features of a four-wheel drive military
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vehicle. The early evolution of this line of vehicle can be traced back to station wagons, small

trucks (1935 GMC Suburban), and the 1940's Willy's Jeep developed for the U.S. military for

WWII. In 1946, Jeep introduced the first Jeep Wagon. At the same time Land Rover established

itself as one the first off-road vehicles for sport use and was often featured in Safari movies .
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